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Abstract

For the first time absolute total cross sections
for electron-impact excitation of a multiply-
charged ion have been measured using an electron-
energy- loss technique. Measurements were made
near threshold for the process e + Si3+(3s*Sj/S)
- e + SiJ*(3p?P,,»,,,*) - 8.88 eV. The 10"1* en*
measured cross section agrees with results of 7-
state close coupling calculations to better than
the ±20% (90i CL) total uncertainty of the
measurements. Convoluting the theoretical curve
with a Gaussian energy distribution indicates an
energy width of 0.15 < fiE £ 0.20 eV.

I. Introduction

The physics of multiply-charged ions has become
the object of much attention recently, driven
partly by the important role such ions play in
fusion, astrophysical and other high-temperature
plasma* and partly by the fact that new technol-
ogy has become available which makes meaningful
experimental investigations of multiply-charged
ions possible and palatable. The collision
physics associated with these- "objects" has
proven fascinating and challenging, particularly
as the plethora of resonances and their roles in
different collisions have been uncovered.

Despite this recent interest and activity, there
is little experimental data on the electron-
impact excitation of multiply charged ions. Using
the technique of crossed beams and fluorescence
detection, measurements of absolute cross sec-
tions have been made [1] only for C1*. N**, Al2*.
and Hg2*. The <10~4 detection efficiencies, the
decreasing cross sections with Increasing charge,
the tenuous target densities, and increasingly '
difficult absolute radiometry with decreasing
wavelength couple to make these measurements ever
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more difficult as the ionic charge increases. In
addition, it is dcsireable to measure excitation
of nonradiating states, since it is for such
states that the fractional contribution of
capture resonances becomes large and the test of
the theory becomes most crucial. Thus, it has
long been recognized [2] that new approaches must
be found for the experimental study of electron-
impact excitation of multiply charged ions.

The invention (3] of the electron beam ion trap
(E5IT) and creative use of the electron beam ion
source (EBIS) [U] have ushered in a significant
new approach to the study of excitation. It is
possible to obtain excitation cross sections for
excitation to some states of highly charged ions,
such as lie-like argon and Ne-like barium or gold,
with energy resolution characteristic of these
devices (=50 eV) by observing fluorescent X-rays
and normalizing to theory for [3] radiative
recombination or {4] dielectronie recombination.
Though the energy resolution is large compared to
state widths, it is narrow enough to clearly
observe some excitation resonances in the cross
sections measured.

To further fill the need for methods to study
excitation, an energy-loss* merged-beams technique
has been developed (5) and has now been installed
on a beam line of the Oak Ridge ECR ion source
and used to measure cross sections for excitation
of Si34. The method achieves a detection
efficiency of close to unity (*0.7). The
technique leads to absolute measurements
requiring no normalization, has an energy

Others developing related trochoidal
techniques for electron-iorf excitation studies
include: A". Chutjian et-at.' at Jet Propulsion
Labs, D. Belie et nl. at Belgrade University,
D.W. Mueller «c al. at North Texas State Univ.,
and I.D. Williams et al. (this volume) at
Q U ' K V S University, Belfast. A. Chutj ian has
previously used conventional energy loss
techniques to study relative differential cross
sections of Zn*, Cd*. and Mg* over the angular
range 6 to 17 degrees. A similar system for
differential measurements on multiply charged
ions is currently being developed in Grenoble by
B.A. lluber eC al. (this volume).



resolution of about 0.2 eV, and gives cross
sections for both radiating and nonradiating
states in the important threshold region. The
technique was designed for use with ion beams:
from ECR or EBIS sources, but should readily be
adaptable for use .with storage rings.

II. Experimental Approach

The experimental method is schematically
illustrated in Fig. 1 and described in detail
elsewhere [6]. The apparatus is immersed in a
uniform magnetic field (for the present experi-
ments KO.OOA T) in the z direction. Sets of
parallel plates labelled "merger" and "demerger"
provide electric fields in the y direction.
Charged particles undergo trochoidal motion in
these regions with trajectories expressed by:
x-p/u>c(wct-sinu>ct) ; y-p/wc(l-cosu>ct); and z-zot.
Particles reproduce their initial velocities
after each integral nunber n of cyclotron periods
2x/wc, but vith the particles displaced by Az -
2*nzo/we and Ax - 2xnp/uc. Thus, in these two
regions, charged particles undergo a drift in the
x direction with drift velocity p - ExB/B*. The
fields are chosen such that there are exactly two
cyclotron periods in the merger, so the electrons
again have velocity zok as they merge (7] with
the ions coming along the z axis.

After the beams have been merged and allowed to
collide over a nominal 8 cm (this path length is
adjustable) path, the beams enter the demerger
where the electrons separate from the ions.
Because of the "competition" between the
electrons' forward velocity and their drift
velocity p. those electrons which have undergone
scattering ' ~tmd reduction of . their forward
velocities will travel at a different angle in
Che demerger region. Thus, there is dispersion
of the electrons here. The slow electrons, which
have been inelastically scattered, impact a
position sensitive detector (PSD) and are
counted, while unscattered electrons are col-
lected in the electron Faraday cup where their
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Fig. X. SchoMtic illustration of Lh* •l«ctron-«n*rgy-loi* m«rg*d-
k*MH apparatus.

current of about 100 nA is measured. It is clear
that electrons which have elastlcally scattered
at large angles may also impact the PSD, and
these will be discussed later.

Ions are extracted from the electron-cyclotron-
resonance (ECR) ion source to lOq keV, where q is
the ion charge. Because of the ions' much larger
mass, and hence much lower cyclotron frequency,
they are not significantly deflected in these
regions, and their trajectories are easily
corrected with sets of deflector plates (not
shown). The ions are bent by & 45' energy
analyzer into a Faraday cup and their current
measured. Despite beam Intensities of several
microamperes of Si3* from the ion source, the
high degree of collimation required for these
experiments leads to about 30 nA of current in
the collision region.

Cross sections for the inelastic scattering
process can then be determined from the equation

R v.v, o. e* 1
a —

c

where R is the event count rate at the desired
location on the PSD, c is the detection effi-
ciency for the scattered electrons and v# and vi
and I, and li are the velocities and currents of
the electrons and ions respectively. The quantity
I/ft is t'.ie beam overlap factor determined from
the beam density distributions C(x.y,z) and
H(x,y,z) from the relationship

ft -
j C(x.y,z)H(x.y,z) dxdydz

J C(x,y.z) dxdy • J H(x,y,z) dxdydz
- (2)

The quantities C and H are determined by
measuring two-dimensional distributions at a
number of places (usually 7 - 9 ) along the inter-
action path using a fluorescent screen/ digital-
video camera technique [8],

The efficiency t is determined by measuring the
current of a reduced (»1 £A) electron beam at che
Faraday cup (FC) and Chen deflecting it onto the
PSD and counting the particles In the beam.
Scanning the beam across the PSD affords the
opportunity to determine chat Che efficiency of
the detector is not spatially variant to any
significant extent.

In practice, the counts arriving at the PSD from
the reaction being studied constitute but a small
fraction of the total, and measures must be taken
to separate che signal counts from the "back-
ground." The vacuum In Che cryo-pumped collision
region is about 8 x 10"* Pa. Still, there are
about 50 s~l counts/nA from electron scattering
on the background gas, about 50 s~'/nA from
surface scattering^ ofi...ele.ccrons_J_ and about 30
s-'/nA tvom gas scattering of the ion beam.



Overwhelming these souices is about 500 s~'/nA
from the ions due to the fnct that for Na-like
ions a fraction of the ions are in long-lived (1
-10 >is) autoionizing states (9J. Thus, there is
n stream of electrons produced along the ion beam
path, and in particular the electrons emitted by
the ion beam while in the demerger constitute
most of the background.

The above background rates, when combined with
beam currents, lead to total background rates of
15 kHz from ions, 10 kHz from electrons, and
about 100 Hz from "signal." Separation of signal
from background is approached by beam chopping
techniques, using a phased 4-way chopping scheme
[6] at 1 kHz to minimize background neutral
density modulation. The four gated rates for
(electrons + dark), (ions + dark), (signal + ions
+ electrons + dark), and (dark) are stored
according to location in four separate histogram
memories, and appropriate arithmetic is done on
the arrays on an updating basis during a run.
This is straightforward, except that, because the
backgrounds from ions and electrons are about the
same, the total rate into the memory containing
the signal is nearly cwice that for cither
electrons or ions alone. This leads to the need
to determine dead times to better than 1%. Dead
times both of the electronics and of the micro-
channel plates of the PSD were taken into
account.

The electron-surface scattering at the entrance
to and in the demerger was a problem which could
lead to "false signals" due to microraodulation of
Che electron beam's position by the space charge
of the ion bean. Great care was taken to ensure
the absence of such effects.

The most serious limitation in the method is that
a particle beam, upon entering the ExB region,
experiences a potential gradient across the bean
height; and this in turn makes it appear that the
beam has a much greater energy spread -- the
dispersion is greatly sacrificed to this so-
called "shear effect" (10].' This leads to the
most critical difficulty with Che measurements:
separation of inelastically scattered electrons
from elastically scattered ones. Thus, the
crochoidal demerger works basically by sending
particles at an angle determined by the drift
velocity p - E/B and the longitudinal (along B)
velocity, v , so 9 - can'l(/>/v ). Many electrons,
elastically scattered at large angles from th*
Si3* ions, will have the sajne v " "as the in-
elastically scattered -electrons of inte.rest and
will thus appear at the detector over the"same
locus of positions. To partially obviate this
problem, we introduced limiting apertures at the
demerger entrance, keeping electrons elastically
scattered at angles greater than 20' in the
laboratory from entering the analyzer. This
allows separation for a short range above
threshold, but severely limits the energy range
above threshold over which one can «ake
measurements. As presently configured our
modelling showed good separation for 2 eV above

threshold, but we liraiced measurements to i0.6 eV
about the threshold energy of 8.88 eV.

Also associated with the potential drop across
the demerger is the fact that low-energy
electrons will be retarded and even rejected in
the bottom half of the demerger. Electrons with
zero energy in the center-of-mass frame (CM),
resulting from excitation at threshold, will have
about 0.86 eV in the laboratory frame, and if the
potential at the location of the beam is more
negative than this, these electrons will be
rejected. The demerger is thus run in an
"accelerating" mode so that all particles are
slightly accelerated into the device. This,
again, degrades the dispersion of the device.
The beam distributions, C(x,y,z) and H(x,y,z).
are used to determine a locus of origin of signal
for the scattering events, and modelling cal-
culations [6] are carried out to determine where
the signal electrons will arrive on the detector.
This allows one to look only at those coordinates
where signal should arrive, thus blocking some
background. It also determines a small correction
for electrons not detected -- usually less than
61. The modelling is carried out for each point
for the full range of scattering angles in the
CM.

III. Results

Measured cross sections are shown in Fig. 2 as
solid points with error bars which represent 90%
confidence limits (about 1.7a) for relative
uncertainties. These relative uncertainties are
statistical counting uncertainties added in
quadrature to uncertainties due to possible
spurious signals, beam overlap, and incomplete
signal collection. The larger circle at 9.2 eV
has two sets of error bars: the inner represent
the relative uncertainty described above, and the
outer has added in quadrature uncertainties due
Co dead-time corrections, detecCor calibration
and beam current measurements. The total
absolute uncertainty near the maximum of the
cross section is ±20) at 90% CL.

The solid curve in Fig. 2 has been generated by
convoluting a hypothetical 0.2 eV Gaussian energy
distribution with 7-state R-matrix close coupling
calculations of Badnell ec Ml. {11]. The theo-
retical curve has been shifted 0.17 eV in energy
to bring- the threshold inco agreement with the
spectroscopic value. Agreement with experiment
is seen to be excellent and well vithin the ±20%
uncertainty of Che measurements. The theory did
not take into account the 0.057 eV energy
difference in the 3PJ/J and 3PJ/J levels. Thus,
rather than a single step function at 8.86 eV,
the hypothetical "true" cross section would be
the sum of two step function cross sections: the
3P|/2 at 8.839 eV with a Magnitude of about 3.7
x IQ-1S cm* and the 3PS/ 3 at 8.896 eV with a
magnitude of about 7.3 x 10~l* cm*. If this is
taken into account, convoluting this hypothetical
curve witli a 0.15 eV C.iussian energy distribution
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(approximately the value expected as the thermal
spread from the cathode) also gives good agree*
•tent with the experiment. One may conclude that
the experimental energy distribution is
0.15SAE50.20 eV, and that the theory accurately
yields thetotal cross section near threshold for
this ion and transition.
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difficult and time-consuming and thus made it
impractical to extend the energy range to where
the large "window" resonance is shown in the
theory in Fig. 2. Testing of theory for
resonance effects will be better carried out on
other ion species without the overwhelming
autoionization background. This is important,
since testing of the theory must be the goal of
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calculations give identical results'at threshold.
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